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good morning ladies and gentlemen on a                                          
Monday morning welcome to Taos New                                              
Mexico where I'm from and wherever you                                          
are from I hope you're having a                                                 
wonderful day and we are going to ask                                           
the theologian today some theological                                           
biblical worldview questions whatever's                                         
on your mind                                                                    
and look forward to hearing from you                                            
this morning whether you're watching on                                         
Vimeo using the question box which makes                                        
it so easy for your host or you are                                             
watching on youtube or you're watching                                          
on Facebook live archived if you're                                             
archived send your questions into                                               
question at Randy white ministries o-r-g                                        
and always happy to take those questions                                        
now many of you know that we have been                                          
running a Wednesday special and the only                                        
way you know about the Wednesday                                                
Specialists through our social media or                                         
through watching this and you use the                                           
code Wednesday on Wednesday to get 30%                                          
off but if you missed it you don't know                                         
what it is so I'm gonna start telling                                           
you in advance that our Wednesday                                               
special this week is going to be this                                           
book ancient dispensational truth                                               
refuting the myth that dispensationalism                                        
is new and you will be able to save                                             
thirty percent the cheapest it's ever                                           
been available you'll be able to save                                           
thirty percent off this new book but not                                        
till Wednesday so you got to plan ahead                                         
a little bit and you can go ahead and                                           
throw that in your cart and then on                                             
Wednesday put the coupon code Wednesday                                         
for that at dispensational publishing                                           
dot-com and looking forward to a good                                           
week of programming with our Wednesday                                          
parables of Jesus our Thursday reformed                                         
theology we're gonna look at the                                                
difference between reformed theology and                                        
Catholic theology if there is any                                               
difference than the areas in which there                                        
is difference and I hope you can join us                                        
for that as well as ask the theologian                                          
this week and I appreciate each one of                                          
you being here I want to begin today by                                         
taking a question that comes from                                               
my friend Eli missionary to Japan and he                                        
has a question for Asma theologian and                                          
that is what is your take on redemptive                                         
historical hermeneutics now what a great                                        
way to begin on Monday morning right to                                         
talk about redemptive historical                                                
hermeneutics some of you are of course                                          



most of you are of course immediately                                           
saying what in the world is redemptive                                          
historical hermeneutics well all of that                                        
really is a fancy word for                                                      
Christological hermeneutics or you might                                        
say Christocentric hermeneutics and say                                         
well what in the world is that well                                             
that's just a fancy word for covenant                                           
theology yesterday well what's that                                             
what's that well that's just a fancy                                            
word for making it up let me explain                                            
just a little bit this what is called                                           
redemptive historical hermeneutics it is                                        
taking a passage of Scripture it really                                         
has to do with how you preach and how                                           
you interpret the Old Testament it's                                            
taking a passage of scripture from the                                          
Old Testament and looking at it                                                 
redemptive lis historically now what                                            
does that mean it means Christocentric                                          
what does that mean it means covenant                                           
what does that mean it means that every                                         
passage is about Jesus Christ and the                                           
preachers task is to find Jesus within                                          
that particular Old Testament passage                                           
now it is based upon a I think a                                                
misinterpretation of Luke chapter 24 and                                        
verse 27 and this is the passage of                                             
Jesus on the road to Emmaus and that                                            
particular passage of scripture says                                            
that beginning at Moses and all the                                             
prophets he expounded unto them in all                                          
the Scriptures the things concerning                                            
himself now this is the basis again of                                          
this so-called redemptive historical                                            
hermeneutics you can go down in that                                            
same chapter Luke                                                               
- 24 - verse 44 in which Jesus said                                             
these are the words which I spake unto                                          
you while I was yet with you that all                                           
things must be fulfilled which were                                             
written in the law of Moses and in the                                          
prophets and in the Psalms concerning me                                        
now                                                                             
they've taken both of those passages I                                          
think built an entire hermeneutic based                                         
upon those passages and then they have                                          
made that passage even the their basest                                         
not even say what they are building the                                         
case for now once again the case is all                                         
through the Old Testament you should                                            
find Christ because all of Christ is a                                          
story about the Old Testament it's                                              
Christocentric or Christological now the                                        
thing about Luke 24 vs. 27 or 44 is that                                        
this key word right here concerning me                                          
this does not say that all of the law                                           
and all of the prophets and all of the                                          
Psalms were concerning me this says that                                        
the things must be fulfilled which were                                         
concerning me                                                                   
there certainly are messianic passages                                          



in Moses there certainly are messianic                                          
passages in the prophets there certainly                                        
our messianic passages in the Psalms and                                        
those particular issues that are                                                
concerning me or concerning Jesus he                                            
would say these have to be fulfilled and                                        
we should see Christ in those I talked                                          
to just last week about my view that                                            
Psalm 1 is christological and I said                                            
from that particular Psalm I said                                               
blessed is the man that the man here                                            
that is spoken is actually the Messiah                                          
and so if you if you don't see that                                             
you'll miss I think what is a beautiful                                         
truth about Psalm chapter one                                                   
into Chapter two all going all the way                                          
up through Chapter eight which are                                              
psalms of Revelation now should you see                                         
Christ in the places that Christ is                                             
absolutely this is what was it Philip on                                        
the road to Gaza with the Ethiopian                                             
eunuch from Isaiah he said hey this is                                          
about Christ you need to speak out                                              
points to Christ definitely should do                                           
that but the problem is if you take this                                        
so-called redemptive historical                                                 
hermeneutic then every passage is about                                         
Christ and I don't think every passage                                          
is about Christ so the problem is that                                          
you will miss the primary point the                                             
first meaning of every passage of                                               
Scripture in the Old Testament you have                                         
to take a look and say what was what did                                        
the author think he was writing about                                           
what did the people hear if you don't                                           
take that as primary you will actually                                          
end up missing the secondary point so                                           
they they see Christ in every passage                                           
and this is what covenant theology does                                         
covenant sees Christ and the cross in                                           
every passage I think that certainly                                            
scripture is leading up to Christ as the                                        
Promised One from Genesis chapter 3                                             
verse 15 onward it is a look for Christ                                         
and searching for Christ but all of                                             
these passages are not necessarily types                                        
of Christ as they would say so I think                                          
there's I think you just end up making                                          
every passage and evangelistic passage                                          
and when you make every passage let me                                          
put it this way when everything is                                              
evangelism nothing is evangelism this is                                        
why for example of given the the                                                
illustration a number of times about                                            
being in youth camp and hearing a sermon                                        
a rousing sermon about Gideon and Gideon                                        
you know being a fraidy-cat and then                                            
going on and defeating the Midianite                                            
army and that becoming an evangelistic                                          
message coming to the end and saying now                                        
how                                                                             
you would be like to be like Gideon oh                                          



they'll raise their hand you know I want                                        
to be like it would come right up here                                          
and the Lord I want to be a Gideon I                                            
want to give my life for you and be a                                           
Gideon and then announce hey all these                                          
people have been saved tonight no they                                          
haven't been saved they made a                                                  
commitment to be like Gideon and when                                           
you go with this Christological approach                                        
you make the cross into every passage in                                        
the Old Testament and it's simply not                                           
there                                                                           
that's what covenant theology does                                              
because covenant theology believes that                                         
everyone from Adam onward is under from                                         
the fall of Adam onward at least is                                             
under a covenant of grace there is no                                           
separate dispensation so you failed to                                          
see these separate dispensations and                                            
then you just begin mixing up everything                                        
this is why by the way this redemptive                                          
historical hermeneutic has only taught                                          
in covenant theology seminaries in                                              
Calvinist seminaries it's put there now                                         
there there are a couple of pros in here                                        
of you know I've talked about the cons                                          
let's talk about a couple of the pros in                                        
many passages there is a secondary point                                        
and you know I just been to what I don't                                        
know 40 weeks teaching the book of Job                                          
and I taught job as a type as a                                                 
foreshadow not of Christ in fact truth                                          
is there's very little of Christ in the                                         
book of Joel but don't hear me saying                                           
that there is no Christ in the book of                                          
Job there is but very little it's really                                        
about job the remnant of Israel now if                                          
you try to make Elif as and Bildad and                                          
Zophar and Jobe and Ella who if you try                                         
to take these four characters from the                                          
book of Job and read Christ into all of                                         
it you're going to miss it                                                      
now the other hand that the flipside is                                         
and sometimes dispensationalists can be                                         
guilty of this if you only see the                                              
primary meaning and job you've missed it                                        
we're just about to come out with our                                           
study outlines on the book of Song of                                           
Solomon and those who only take the book                                        
of Song of Solomon and see it as a love                                         
story between a king and                                                        
is want to be bribed then they missed                                           
the point of Song of Solomon and you                                            
really have to if I can put it this way                                         
you have to be a kind of a special kind                                         
of stupid to miss the point of Song of                                          
Solomon but nonetheless if you only take                                        
the first point you do miss something                                           
and the Jewish people were very good at                                         
saying our history is prophetic our                                             
history has a foreshadow to it and tying                                        
that into the work of God in the in the                                         



work of Israel you do have to look                                              
deeper and for that I would applaud this                                        
redemptive historical theology but then                                         
the danger is you can really begin to                                           
make some stuff up and so I would                                               
encourage you hey in the whole Old                                              
Testament look for the primary point and                                        
then see is there any foreshadowing and                                         
if there is take it if you can verify                                           
there is take it if not don't take it or                                        
at least that minimum say I think this                                          
you know here's my argumentation to say                                         
why this is Christological and begin to                                         
build that there certainly in this in                                           
the Torah in the prophets and in the                                            
writings there are Christological                                               
scriptures and we don't want to miss                                            
those and you see that in Luke 24 Jesus                                         
again said you know from the from the                                           
law and Moses excuse me from the law and                                        
the prophets and the writings the things                                        
concerning him must be fulfilled the                                            
things concerning Israel must be                                                
fulfilled - and those are going to be                                           
different Scriptures the things                                                 
concerning you know that ology must be                                          
fulfilled and those are different                                               
scriptures as well so every passage of                                          
Scripture does not have to be a a point                                         
to Christ I remember in an evangelism                                           
class being told this was in seminary                                           
remember the professor                                                          
boys he said boys at every sermon make a                                        
beeline to the cross well as a Baptist                                          
you know amen amen                                                              
let's get to the cross let's get to the                                         
cross and I think that there's actually                                         
a weakness there because you make the                                           
passage means something it doesn't mean                                         
there isn't always the cross in every                                           
passage appreciate that question and                                            
I'm going to have to ask a question for                                         
Deb says do you know why I all Bibles                                           
accept the King James Version says that                                         
verses 9 through 20 are not part of the                                         
original writings but I need to know                                            
what book and chapter you're in and the                                         
let's see we're probably talking about                                          
ma I'm gonna be I'm gonna guess ok it                                           
looks like from based upon the other                                            
conversations that are coming in and I'm                                        
gonna guess we're talking about mark the                                        
16th chapter I'm gonna I'm gonna give                                           
that answer and let's take a look at                                            
mark 16 beginning in yeah that's gonna                                          
be at 9 through 20                                                              
okay so let me bring up a couple of                                             
things on the script on the screen for                                          
you and here on the right beginning in                                          
verse 9 we have the conclusion of the                                           
sixteenth chapter of the book of Mark                                           
and it talks about Mary Magdalene and                                           



some of the things that were told here                                          
and I believe that this first part of it                                        
is actually even contained within some                                          
of the other Gospels and so there's not                                         
quite as much dispute there and then                                            
you've got this version of the so-called                                        
Great Commission go you into the world                                          
and preach the gospel to every creature                                         
the believeth and is baptized shall be                                          
saved he that believeth not shall be                                            
damned                                                                          
and then the most controversial are                                             
seventeen through twenty because it                                             
talks about the signs that shall follow                                         
and this is where they take up serpents                                         
and drink deadly things and it will not                                         
hurt them and then the conclusion of the                                        
of the passage right here now again                                             
let's go back up to verse nine and let's                                        
I've put up the new American Standard on                                        
the left side of the screen and you                                             
notice in the new American Standard                                             
there is a bracket here and that bracket                                        
is gonna go down to verse 20 I suppose                                          
yes and then actually it's even gonna                                           
have another bracket in italics but that                                        
bracket tells us that the translators a                                         
new American Standard thought there was                                         
something up now let's take a look at                                           
the footnote that they give and it says                                         
later manuscripts add verses nine                                               
through twenty now just hang on to that                                         
for just a moment later manuscripts add                                         
verses nine through twenty let's look at                                        
yes V and I am almost certain that ESB                                          
has some kind of a footnote they've got                                         
a gap here and I am Not sure that I've                                          
got but notes let's see                                                         
footnote indicators let's bring that in                                         
here we go there we go                                                          
so the footnote on ESV says some                                                
manuscripts in the book with with                                               
sixteen eight others include nine                                               
through twenty immediately after verse                                          
eight at least one manuscript inserts                                           
additional material after verse fourteen                                        
some manuscripts include after verse                                            
eight the following and there's some                                            
words there these manuscripts the                                               
continue with verses 9 through 20                                               
okay so some manuscripts this some                                              
manuscripts that later manuscripts add                                          
and you've got these footnotes here now                                         
let me try to briefly explain what all                                          
this is let's first of all go with the                                          
new American Standard footnote which                                            
says later manuscripts ad now if you're                                         
just thinking about it and you're saying                                        
well you know I want early manuscripts                                          
and they're gonna say well early                                                
manuscripts don't contain this                                                  
therefore the implication is that later                                         



manuscripts are less reliable than early                                        
manuscripts now here's one of the things                                        
they don't tell you and which is very                                           
difficult to find by the way and that is                                        
by later manuscripts which manuscripts                                          
are you talking about and if they come                                          
to admit it they will say well I mean                                           
like 98% of all manuscripts that exist                                          
hmm so the majority of manuscripts do                                           
include it is that what you're saying oh                                        
yeah yeah yes definitely the majority of                                        
manuscripts do contain mark 16 verses 9                                         
through 2000 Kay well so there's some                                           
earlier manuscripts that don't oh yes                                           
and those are right well where did we                                           
find those earlier manuscripts                                                  
well we found them hidden in a box down                                         
in the Sinai ah they were hidden in a                                           
box huh yet they were hidden in a box                                           
and we found some others they were down                                         
there in Alexandria                                                             
how many mr. scholar how many biblical                                          
writers wrote from Sinai or from                                                
Alexander none of them none of them how                                         
many went there no                                                              
so you've got an earlier manuscript from                                        
places that never were the center of                                            
Christianity but I've got 98 99 % of all                                        
manuscripts have it from places where                                           
there were always churches and places                                           
where the Apostles were in places where                                         
the early believers were and all of                                             
those that they were using day in day                                           
out week in week out month in month out                                         
year in year out decade in decade out                                           
century in century out all of those                                             
people who use that and we're keeping                                           
that they were wrong because there's one                                        
little manuscript in a box that we're                                           
not really sure even how it got there                                           
but we're a little bit suspicious but                                           
we're gonna go with that one                                                    
yes that's what we're gonna go with see                                         
this is it's a ridiculous notion and                                            
what you've got is you know little                                              
manuscripts that were never received by                                         
the church why were they thrown away                                            
because the church said no that's wrong                                         
yeah oh it's messed up and we don't                                             
receive that so all of these issues by                                          
the way I think yeah any kind of                                                
underlying textual issue let's let's go                                         
ahead and look at it but I think what                                           
you've got is the early church actually                                         
rejected those manuscripts azat huh                                             
that's wrong no throw it away and it                                            
later was found in a trash can in the                                           
Vatican somewhere and then there's a oh                                         
this is it this is it this is it yeah we                                        
found the Bible no they found a rejected                                        
copy and they they have zero evidence                                           
literally zero evidence to say this one                                         



verses 10,000 this one is accurate the                                          
only thing they're going by is this one                                         
is an older papyrus all that tells us is                                        
this one's on older papyrus I don't know                                        
about you I just want to say I'm gonna                                          
I'm gonna check these out you go to the                                         
doctor and 50 doctors say you have                                              
cancer and you need to get radiation and                                        
one doctor says I think you just got a                                          
bad cold ah that's what I want to hear I                                        
got a bad cold                                                                  
anybody Kleenex please Kleenex no it                                            
would be ridiculous to do such a thing                                          
and not only ridiculous it would be                                             
deadly I think when it comes to this                                            
manuscript evidence that there is                                               
there's some hoodwink and going on                                              
because the scholars don't want to tell                                         
us the full of the full truth there's                                           
again it's very difficult to find what                                          
manuscript is this what's the evidence                                          
for that you know this one little two                                           
little three little love manuscripts                                            
compared to the gajillions that are over                                        
here why are you telling me to go with                                          
this one                                                                        
well because it's older that's why it's                                         
older it must be accurate no give me the                                        
full story and they don't want to give                                          
us the full story they just want to mark                                        
out these passages of Scripture the                                             
woman caught in adultery same thing                                             
in that passage is that John chapter 7 I                                        
believe the there are many people say no                                        
it shouldn't preach that one that one's                                         
not even in the Bible shouldn't even be                                         
there Jesus you know writing in this in                                         
the sand and he us then and you know                                            
they they just want to dismiss these                                            
things now one of the reasons that then                                         
that people want to dismiss these                                               
passages in mark again picks up in verse                                        
17 these signs shall follow them that                                           
believe in my name they shall cast out                                          
Devils they shall speak with new tongues                                        
they shall take up serpents drink a                                             
deadly thing and it'll not hurt them lay                                        
their hands on the sick and they shall                                          
recover                                                                         
and they say well that's not what we do                                         
or to go back earlier in the the passage                                        
excuse me that in verse 16 he that                                              
believeth and is baptized shall be saved                                        
no no that's not what we do well                                                
rather than searching for a piece of                                            
garbage that you're going to accept is                                          
the Word of God why don't you just                                              
rightly divide the word of truth and why                                        
don't you say that is what that early                                           
ecclesia did that is you know they did                                          
take up snakes they did drink poisons                                           
they did cast out demons they did raise                                         



the dead all these things Peter did                                             
preach he that believeth and is baptized                                        
shall be saved so what we need is to                                            
take the text that the church has                                               
received again century after century                                            
after century after century and the                                             
church knew these other documents were                                          
out there and they threw them away let's                                        
just take what the church has received                                          
and say that's the text and then we can                                         
say now how do I make that align with my                                        
theology and I think the actual received                                        
text that's what Textus Receptus stands                                         
for then it's then the King James the                                           
received text makes sense                                                       
perfectly always in all these passages                                          
that are disputed it makes them                                                 
perfectly when you rightly divide the                                           
word of truth                                                                   
if you don't rightly divide the word of                                         
truth it just makes you confused or for                                         
Deb in Arkansas and makes people                                                
handling snakes and the snake handling                                          
are not rightly dividing the word of                                            
truth they're reading themselves into                                           
every passage which in a sense is what                                          
that christological hermeneutic that we                                         
talked about at the beginning does and                                          
when you rightly divide the word of                                             
truth then you solve the problems and                                           
you say you know from that group of                                             
people that Jesus was talking to and the                                        
snake handling that they did between                                            
them and us there's been something                                              
fundamental happened which changed the                                          
course of Christianity and we're not in                                         
that dispensation we're in this                                                 
dispensation now to to add one little                                           
more thing to this and again                                                    
the question is do you know why all                                             
Bibles except the King James Version say                                        
that mark 69 320 are not part of the                                            
original writings and that is because                                           
the King James Version goes with this                                           
received text the Textus Receptus the                                           
New King James Version also goes by that                                        
and let's see if New King James Version                                         
even has a footnote and let's see here                                          
turn on the footnotes on the New King                                           
James they do have a footnote it says                                           
verses 9 through 20 are bracketed in the                                        
in you that's the one of the critical                                           
text as not in the original text they                                           
are lacking in the Codex Sian Atticus                                           
and codex Vaticanus although nearly all                                         
other manuscripts of mark contained them                                        
now I think that's a much more honest                                           
footnote here first of all but they are                                         
they're bracketed in this in you                                                
critical text as not in the original                                            
text so Codex Sian Atticus codex                                                
Vaticanus again a Catholic version that                                         



was recently discovered and a sinai                                             
version which was discovered at a                                               
monastery at the the mistake in place                                           
for the mount sinai yeah discovered in                                          
the trashcan there you know we're gonna                                         
go by these I think that there's a                                              
reason that they were rejected by the                                           
church and King James says no we'll take                                        
the Textus Receptus the New King James                                          
again really goes with that as well but                                         
all of the other versions are at minimum                                        
going to give you a bracket and some of                                         
them are even going to like for example                                         
here's the NIV Emily                                                            
to handle your screen it just puts a                                            
line and then not even a footnote just                                          
right in here the earliest manuscripts                                          
and some other ancient witnesses do not                                         
have verses nine through twenty and they                                        
put it almost as you know that's not                                            
supposed to be there right here                                                 
according to the NIV is the end and                                             
here's the NIV 84 which is just the                                             
update here's the New Revised Standard                                          
Version which was totally based upon the                                        
critical text here they have have it                                            
again in these aspects that make it                                             
appear that it's not even supposed to be                                        
there the New Living Translation the                                            
most ancient manuscripts of mark                                                
conclude with sixteen eight later                                               
manuscripts add one or both of the                                              
following MXT that is such a a lie here                                         
it is not that later manuscripts at it                                          
it is that there are a few ancient                                              
manuscripts which has lots of reasons to                                        
be doubted and they subtract verses nine                                        
through twenty and you can go through                                           
here here's the Holman Christian                                                
standard Bible which is now out of date                                         
and they have updated because they                                              
figured out that they were wrong and so                                         
now you have to turn in that one to                                             
LifeWay and get in a new one and let's                                          
see I have lost well I just lost those                                          
verse numbers on that one but we won't                                          
go in to see what they're footnote is                                           
but I hope that helps to answer your                                            
question there okay let's see now let me                                        
get to our questions and Bob is in Las                                          
Vegas preparing to storm area 51 I                                              
suppose God bless you Bob                                                       
hope you get back to cooler Washington                                          
spoon                                                                           
let's see here from pastor Ricky just                                           
picked up copy of the companion Bible                                           
like right here if you picked up this                                           
copy then you know you've got good                                              
biceps because it's a big Bible I keep                                          
it on my desk just picked up a copy of                                          
the command your Bible have you                                                 
considered doing a video dedicated to                                           



explaining how to use the companion                                             
Bible it looks like it's gonna take some                                        
time to get it down yes I have as a                                             
matter of fact I have planned and I                                             
still might do it to have some very                                             
small retreats in Taos New Mexico at our                                        
home actually that's why they'd be very                                         
small that we just take a weekend and we                                        
work through the companion Bible                                                
learning how to use it and then I've                                            
also considered some videos so that                                             
other people could take parts in that                                           
and see it it really it's it's a                                                
treasure trove of information it's                                              
better than a three year degree at most                                         
masters level schools which is why you                                          
ought to get rightly trained how to                                             
recognize the quality seminary education                                        
but it also takes three years to learn                                          
how to use it so for those of you who                                           
have one don't don't get discouraged                                            
when you first open it up and say well I                                        
don't know what to do with this if I                                            
would here's where I would say start and                                        
and yet let's do that sometime and                                              
figure it out but start with the                                                
introductions to the book and the                                               
appendices the appendices you can just                                          
take those and read them as books and                                           
they are unbelievably good and start                                            
with those then what I do is I'm gonna                                          
pull mine up on I'm our lagos although                                          
let me say to you that I think there are                                        
there is some value I think there's more                                        
value in the paper copy actually because                                        
it it contains more stuff than the                                              
electronic copy does but                                                        
let's let's just go to say the book of                                          
Ephesians he my button has quit working                                         
here in the book of Ephesians there we                                          
go he gives these wonderful outlines and                                        
this is true at the beginning of every                                          
book he gives these wonderful outlines                                          
they are so helpful if you're going to                                          
be studying an entire book now if you're                                        
just looking at one passage and there's                                         
no need to do it but if you're gonna be                                         
studying an entire book go through here                                         
and then read as he says the structure                                          
and the key words all this information                                          
here is very good now when you come to                                          
let's say Ephesians chapter one verse                                           
one just begin taking pardon my over                                            
there we go so Paul and Apostle now flip                                        
over to your companion Bible and on                                             
verse one he's gonna talk about ah                                              
apostle he's going to point you to one                                          
eighty nine and he's going to tell you                                          
about apostles so you can stop and spend                                        
a lot of time on the apostle's now Jesus                                        
Christ he says the texts read texts                                             
plural read Christ Jesus this is one                                            



area in which I don't always agree with                                         
Bullinger but he does this in a helpful                                         
way all these thing is that these                                               
critical text that we just talked about                                         
they are actually going to say Christ                                           
Jesus instead of Jesus Christ obviously                                         
there's gonna be very little issue on on                                        
that by the will of God well I want to                                          
know what by means look at this he's got                                        
an appendix and Thaksin gives this whole                                        
thing about the use of this particular                                          
Greek word by the will of God he points                                         
to all these appendices and then he                                             
gives some great cross references and                                           
goes through here grace he just tells us                                        
then verse two grace be to you 12 times                                         
in Ephesians                                                                    
right there so those just make just                                             
great beginning point of study now all                                          
of the little and I doubt that you can                                          
see these here but there's little notes                                         
on the side those become very helpful                                           
later you'll get there some of the type                                         
types that let me say that correctly                                            
some of the fonts that he uses you have                                         
to begin to learn that there's it really                                        
does take a long time to learn how to                                           
use it but my recommendation is start                                           
that's how I learned how to use it I                                            
didn't have a class where someone taught                                        
me how to use the companion Bible I just                                        
started using it and slowly I figured                                           
out ah that's what that means and so                                            
just use it regular basis and you'll                                            
come to figure out what those little                                            
dots mean and what the little letters                                           
mean and all that kind of stuff and by                                          
the way I would say the companion to the                                        
companion Bible is this book right here                                         
how to enjoy the Bible by aw Bollinger                                          
and he's got a section in here so if I                                          
can find it a section I believe it's in                                         
part to the meat yeah                                                           
cannon number one and fart to the 12                                            
candidates our rules of interpretation                                          
is cannon number one the meaning of the                                         
words is to be gathered from the scope                                          
of the passage not the scope from the                                           
words and he then begins to explain well                                        
cannon number two the scope of the                                              
passage may be best discovered by its                                           
structure and he begins to explain how                                          
he has structured these outlines these                                          
outlines in the book are phenomenal                                             
they're difficult to understand until                                           
you understand where he's coming from so                                        
this is the companion Bible this is the                                         
companion to the companion Bible and the                                        
best thing you can do is use one for a                                          
long time and I think you'll find a                                             
blessing out of it thank you                                                    
glory on YouTube what does John 14:3                                            



mean let's go to John 14:3                                                      
which is the place that Jesus is going                                          
to prepare that the twelve maybe also if                                        
the promise to the Jews is a physical or                                        
land okay let's go to John 14:3 familiar                                        
passage and if I go and prepare a place                                         
for you I will come again and receive                                           
you unto myself that where I am there ye                                        
may be also now the question is which                                           
place is Jesus going says whether I go                                          
you know and the way you know and then                                          
of course Thomas asked that question                                            
well you know we don't know where you're                                        
going how do we know the way Jesus says                                         
I am the way in the truth of life no one                                        
comes to the Father but by me                                                   
now let's go back up to the beginning of                                        
the passage let not your heart be                                               
troubled you believe in God believe also                                        
in me in my father's house are many                                             
mansions now we've got now two                                                  
connections to the father in my father's                                        
house and I am the way and no one comes                                         
to the Father but by me and my father's                                         
house are many mansions if it were not                                          
so I would have told you I go to prepare                                        
a place for you and if I go we'll go                                            
where I think in context you would have                                         
to first assume that he's going to the                                          
father's house and that would be the one                                        
that you would have to disprove to to                                           
say he's going to a physical place on                                           
earth to prepare a place for them and                                           
then he is going to come and receive                                            
them there is that possibility that he's                                        
saying that but I think you have to                                             
explain why he's not referring to the                                           
father's house or why the father's house                                        
is a reference to something on earth                                            
when we have never seen the father                                              
dwelling on earth as it were unless you                                         
want to try to make some connection to                                          
the temple in that regard but even at                                           
that I think it would be rather                                                 
difficult so                                                                    
I think that Jesus here is telling them                                         
that he has going to a heavenly place                                           
where he is going to prepare for them                                           
and he's going to come and receive them                                         
unto himself now                                                                
I don't think that Jesus is referring to                                        
the rapture here by the way because this                                        
is the Apostle this is not the church                                           
this is a pre mystery that is taken but                                         
he is preparing a place for the twelve                                          
now I think you could argue that in the                                         
father's house is where the preparation                                         
for the kingdom on earth is going to be                                         
made and that in the father's house this                                        
preparation of the many rooms or many                                           
mansions is is done but I think that                                            
this is probably more a reference to his                                        



ascension and the fact that the Apostles                                        
were going to join him there at the                                             
right hand of the Father for a time                                             
until they all returned and they come                                           
and and and set up this kingdom on earth                                        
that passage by the way let me say is                                           
worthy of some additional study as is                                           
the entire Gospel of John which is not                                          
the easiest one there thank you Chris                                           
des is dispensationalism dependent upon                                         
the use of the King James Version                                               
translation or is dispensationalism                                             
possible to know and learn regardless of                                        
biblical translation well I will say                                            
from these formerly nasbe stained                                               
fingers that I became a                                                         
dispensationalist through the use of the                                        
new American Standard I think that it is                                        
dependent upon taking passages literally                                        
and seeing this doesn't fit with that                                           
and so what am I going to do with it and                                        
for me personally it was that division                                          
of the I think the first step anyway in                                         
my understanding dispensationalism was                                          
recognizing that the the Malachi chapter                                        
3 verse 10 did not fit with 2nd                                                 
Corinthians chapter 8 I forget the exact                                        
verse number but as a man purposeth in                                          
his heart so should it give and                                                 
do you get this your 10% or you're                                              
robbing God and gives you purpose in                                            
your heart I don't understand how these                                         
things to go together and and you know                                          
the the tie there's the Lord's are you                                          
robbing him or Romans 7 you're free from                                        
the law how do you put these together                                           
that's what began the journey on my mind                                        
to say I've got to figure out some kind                                         
of harmony now you can get that in the                                          
new American Standard you can come up                                           
with that in the ESV now let me also say                                        
then that the as I came into that I                                             
began to read the Bible more literally                                          
as I began to read the Bible more                                               
literally I began to study Hebrew and                                           
Greek to try to figure out what exactly                                         
do these mean as I began to study Hebrew                                        
and Greek I began to say hey the King                                           
James Version is much more accurate than                                        
the new American Standard Version much                                          
more precise than the new American                                              
Standard Version I think is probably the                                        
best way to to say it which to my King                                          
James only friends I would say don't                                            
don't just throw out Greek and Hebrew                                           
because I came to King James usage                                              
because of Greek and Hebrew I think for                                         
those of us who are King James users the                                        
Greek and Hebrew is our best friend we                                          
ought to embrace that because when we go                                        
to the Greek and Hebrew hey guess what                                          
it just highlights the tremendous                                               



precision that we find in the King James                                        
Version so eventually this was a long                                           
process eventually I became not only                                            
dispensationalists but a King James user                                        
by using the new American Standard and                                          
having a hard time reconciling some                                             
things in there and going to the Greek                                          
and realizing inadvertently really that                                         
hey this word is the word that King                                             
James used and finding that now I think                                         
King James uses some precise words like                                         
dispensational whereas the new American                                         
Standard uses words like administration                                         
and I think dispensation was clearer                                            
I think someone coming from the King                                            
James from the beginning is is much more                                        
predisposed to dispensationalism than                                           
those who are not coming from King James                                        
in the beginning so I think that the                                            
King James is                                                                   
huge help towards dispensationalism but                                         
I don't think it's required to get there                                        
just from my own story and history thank                                        
you and let's see here                                                          
find Neil in Vulcan Alberta says have                                           
you got any comment on today's headline                                         
in p/j media about X Pastor Josh Harris                                         
I kiss dating goodbye officer says he's                                         
no longer Christian get ready for a                                             
flood of Christian defections okay                                              
that's the headline of the article is                                           
about Josh Harris I spoke about this                                            
briefly yesterday but I'm having a hard                                         
time remembering because it was                                                 
off-the-cuff comment it was in the Bible                                        
study hour in the book of Acts session                                          
20 were we on in 25 yesterday or session                                        
25 of Acts probably towards the end                                             
because I was talking about Simon the                                           
sorcerer and Simon believed and do we                                           
have to figure out whether or not he's a                                        
Christian I really was speaking of a                                            
free grace kind of thing and made                                               
reference to Josh Harris who was the                                            
author of I kissed dating goodbye and                                           
now he's kissed marriage goodbye because                                        
it's getting a divorce                                                          
but this idea                                                                   
khoka get ready for a flood of christian                                        
defections maybe I don't know that flood                                        
would be the the right word but those                                           
who have built a theology that's not                                            
built upon the text they are someday                                            
going to crash and burn and crumble                                             
whether or not Josh Harris you know                                             
leads them or not they're going to get                                          
there and this is the problem Calvinism                                         
and I think Josh Harris comes from that                                         
background Calvinism has built a                                                
man-made theology and a man-made                                                
theology builds legalisms that don't                                            
have to be there and causes a burden                                            



that first of all weighs things down                                            
that eventually comes around you know                                           
the chickens come home to roost so to                                           
speak and furthermore it builds these                                           
legalisms and builds the entire faith                                           
upon things the Word of God doesn't                                             
really say and so when a person gets too                                        
burdened and the struggles get too real                                         
and they go back and say that doesn't                                           
say what I thought it said then there's                                         
gonna be Christian defections I think                                           
probably we're gonna see them more one                                          
by one I I don't know that a fella like                                         
Josh Harris has that much influence to                                          
begin with and I'm not sure that anybody                                        
really does have that much influence                                            
maybe I'm wrong on that maybe everybody                                         
just boughs down and worships at the                                            
feet of Josh Harris and he is their                                             
Messiah and they're gonna follow him                                            
wherever he goes but my guess is that's                                         
like four people and probably in this                                           
audience the only reason you know about                                         
Josh Harris is because it's been in the                                         
news the past few days and true students                                        
of the word our students is a word there                                        
and I mentioned yesterday I've never                                            
even read Josh Harris and and I can't                                           
imagine a scenario in which I would have                                        
read Josh Harris for one as I mentioned                                         
yesterday he came around after I had                                            
already dated and so I didn't need all                                          
Oprah feel-good theology when you get                                           
this stuff about I kissed dating goodbye                                        
because the Bible doesn't have anything                                         
to say about that you figure out your                                           
own dating life because it's not in the                                         
Bible and we'd love to make up yesterday                                        
I talked about fasting we'd love to make                                        
up these doctrines that simply aren't in                                        
the Bible whether it's about dating or                                          
whether it's about fasting or all these                                         
kind of things we we we make it up                                              
because we can check off a list it makes                                        
us feel good it makes us feel righteous                                         
it makes us feel holy I think what the                                          
church needs and what would avoid this                                          
Christian flood of defections is let's                                          
take teenagers for example and let's                                            
just give them Bible study                                                      
I don't care if it doesn't have a line                                          
of application in 15 years I just want                                          
them to know the Bible and if they know                                         
the Bible then they're gonna figure out                                         
what to do on a date and if they if they                                        
know the Bible they're not gonna be                                             
Christian defections because                                                    
Christianity has to be based upon the                                           
Bible this is my whole deal with                                                
reformed theology that I've been talking                                        
about here recently especially on                                               
Thursday nights is reformed theology is                                         



based upon the Creed's and I'm here to                                          
tell you again pardon my way of putting                                         
this but the creeds and the confessions                                         
aren't worth a warm bucket of spit you                                          
know who cares what the Creed's they go                                         
by the Bible learn what the Bible has to                                        
say and Josh Harris got caught up in                                            
this kind of application based and                                              
Calvinist law based theology that                                               
stirred all of that together and ends up                                        
with a theology that can't hold the heat                                        
a day so Christian defections maybe it's                                        
Calvinist affections maybe it's fake                                            
legalism defections some of the things                                          
that are it'll come about through there                                         
am I worried about it not really maybe                                          
they will say you know somebody help me                                         
with no one what the Bible says because                                         
my faith is not working according to                                            
this and maybe they'll tune into Randy                                          
white ministries and they'll come to                                            
just some literal Bible teaching Bible                                          
knowledge works the word does not come                                          
back void and for the preachers out                                             
there by the way let's just start                                               
teaching the Bible what does the Bible                                          
say when people know what the Bible says                                        
they make good dating decisions good                                            
marriage decisions good you know what do                                        
I do now I'm in a real bad spot                                                 
decisions all that you know and Bible                                           
knowledge is a blessing through there so                                        
I agree maybe it'll just be a flood of                                          
Calvinist affections don't worry most                                           
order I still say                                                               
but they've got to start questioning the                                        
assumptions I completely agree there                                            
with that                                                                       
okay Donnell Morgan South Carolina is                                           
strong still a good resource for Bible                                          
study I think so I used ru Strong's all                                         
the time now I will say in David's per                                          
Beck's little book rightly trained that                                         
he does say that a master's level degree                                        
should lead a person beyond say Strong's                                        
Concordance into some of the more                                               
thorough studies because Strong's is not                                        
really a a definitive discussion for                                            
example of a word so let me find let's                                          
go to a passage of Scripture here we go                                         
Chapter II theevans chapter three verse                                         
verse two I was thinking of this because                                        
of the earlier question about King James                                        
and dispensations so in Strong's if we                                          
go to Strong's as Strong's Greek word                                           
number 36 22 if I open up Strong's here                                         
it tells me basically how the word was                                          
translated seven occurrences translated                                         
dispensation for time stewardship three                                         
times and it gives a brief definition                                           
dictionary kind of definition here all                                          
based upon how the word was used that is                                        



that really is very helpful and to be                                           
able to take this word and here's where                                         
I use Strong's the most is to pull up                                           
all the usages of that particular word                                          
in in in the King James Bible because                                           
Strong's                                                                        
did this wonderful thing of giving a                                            
number to every word and therefore when                                         
I want to know word number 36 22 I can                                          
pull up that and see every time it's                                            
used and from                                                                   
there I can let scripture interpret                                             
scripture I think that is valuable for                                          
someone who has a master's level                                                
seminary education or beyond or someone                                         
who's just starting saying I want                                               
scripture to interpret scripture what                                           
does this word mean in Scripture now                                            
there there are deeper resources to go                                          
back to our screen here if we were to                                           
look for example at the complete word                                           
study dictionary here is you know again                                         
you get a decent amount more this is OD                                         
at ease here who did it really what is a                                        
great work and begins to talk about some                                        
of these words here or if we were to go                                         
I'm gonna switch to some Hebrew here in                                         
the beginning again I can look all that                                         
up with Strong's I think the dictionary                                         
of biblical languages let's see if                                              
that's the wrong one the I'm looking for                                        
the theological word book of the Old                                            
Testament no that's not the one I want                                          
either although that's a good one                                               
Kittel is the one there's a kitten                                              
little kettle the little kettle is the                                          
abbreviated version that goes into                                              
here's how the word was used in non                                             
biblical documents here's how it's been                                         
used down through history you know                                              
you'll have pages on on the particular                                          
words and they're so there are deeper                                           
resources and Strong's but is Strong's a                                        
good resource for Bible study very much                                         
so                                                                              
as a matter of fact I've said a number                                          
of times I think a person ought to have                                         
a King James Bible a Strong's                                                   
Concordance                                                                     
and probably a Young's literal                                                  
translation to go along with their King                                         
James Bible or a treasury of Scripture                                          
knowledge as cross references those are                                         
the things I use more than anything else                                        
I only                                                                          
use commentaries by the way to see what                                         
kind of weird stuff somebody said about                                         
a passage of Scripture but by the time                                          
you take look up all the times that word                                        
was used in Strong's you you know and                                           
you take you know every major word in a                                         
doctrinal passage of scripture                                                  



especially and use it and this wonderful                                        
our theories a number of years ago how                                          
to study the Bible which you'll find on                                         
our website how to study the Bible I do                                         
talk about how you study a historical                                           
passage like the book of Acts                                                   
differently than you study a doctrinal                                          
passage like the book of Ephesians and                                          
when you're in a historical passage                                             
there's not so much need to in-depth                                            
analyze every single word as there is                                           
doctrinally so you you study these                                              
different differently through all of                                            
that thank you for that and I believe                                           
that that I got all the questions and                                           
it's now the top of the hour and 11                                             
o'clock mountain time been a blessing to                                        
be with you today thanks for walking                                            
along with us let me say again I said at                                        
the beginning of the program but if you                                         
missed that our Wednesday special is                                            
going to be this book this is not                                               
Wednesday today's Monday but you can                                            
plan ahead ancient dispensational truth                                         
and this fantastic little book it's a                                           
resource book really this fantastic                                             
little book is going to be 30% off on                                           
Wednesday when you use the code                                                 
Wednesday not on Monday and not on                                              
Tuesday but not till Wednesday and not                                          
on Thursday either but go on Wednesday                                          
use the coupon code Wednesday so make                                           
yourself a little reminder order ancient                                        
dispensational truth on Wednesday using                                         
coupon code Wednesday and you will be                                           
blessed by that and I certainly would                                           
love for you because that we've got this                                        
wonderful tour study tour of Greece in                                          
the footsteps of Paul and look we're                                            
gonna go to Thessaly                                                            
naica and we're going to go to the Bemis                                        
feet in thessalonica kalambaka via some                                         
of the amazing monasteries that are                                             
there Athens we will be in Athens we                                            
will be on a three night cruise around                                          
the Greek islands and into Turkey                                               
mikonos and the biblical issues that are                                        
there we've got to Ephesus we got Patmos                                        
we've got Crete we've we've got Corinth                                         
we've got Athens and the Parthenon and                                          
all these things and it's going to be                                           
just a small intimate group if you want                                         
to get up close and personal and take                                           
the journeys of Paul with one who is a                                          
Pauline dispensationalist you are really                                        
going to love that so we've got some                                            
spaces left and again you can go to                                             
Randy Wright ministries now to our G                                            
just click the journeys of Paul or the                                          
Greece tour and you will find out again                                         
all about that it's forty four thousand                                         
one hundred and fifty not 40,000 but                                            



4150 and that really does include                                               
everything except a few incidentals                                             
along the way but it includes your                                              
airfare your cruise your hotels all that                                        
kind of stuff it really is gonna be a                                           
fascinating trip I'm excited about going                                        
my good friend and historian Boaz Shaggy                                        
will be along the trip as well and                                              
several Greek and Turkish guides also                                           
along the way gonna be wonderful                                                
wonderful wonderful call me about it                                            
today and let's get you registered well                                         
again thanks for being here look forward                                        
to seeing you tomorrow on ask the                                               
theologian and until then why don't you                                         
rightly divide the word of truth god                                            
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


